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Abstract

The adsorption/desorption of Human Plasma fibrinogen (HPF) molecules on biosurfaces was 
measured in spectroscopic cuvette by a diffractive optical element- (DOE-) based sensor. To 
characterize the surfaces, the basic parameters as surface tension was obtained by sensing of a 
contact angle of water droplet and dielectric constant was measured by ellipsometry in the 
absence of HPF molecules. It was observed a significant correlation between the adsorption 
ability of HPF molecules (sensed by DOE on the basis of the changes in optical roughness (Ropt) 
of studied surface in the absence and presence of HPF molecules), and dielectric constant 
(measured by ellipsometry) of differently treated titanium surfaces, where the permittivity and 
dielectric loss have the known linear relation. These findings with carbon-treated biomaterial 
surfaces can help us to understand mechanisms behind attachment of HPF molecules on 
biomaterial surfaces to realize and extend variety of implants for hard tissue replacement. 

1. Introduction

Titanium is frequently used as a biomaterial for hard tissue replacement, such as dental and 
orthopaedic implants, and biomaterial devices made of titanium give a satisfactory performance 
[1–7]. The effective surface energy related to topography of surface, which can be varied by 
different processing methods, is assumed to influence to the final interactions of the implant with 
the surrounding environment. Rough surfaces promote better osseointegration than smooth 
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surfaces [8–11]. Within a few seconds after implantation the biomaterial surface becomes coated 
with a film of adsorbed proteins, which mediate the interaction between the implant and the 
body environment. Since most implants are exposed to blood during implantation, the initial 
protein film is mainly composed of plasma proteins. Human plasma fibrinogen (HPF) is one of the 
most relevant proteins adsorbed on biomaterial surfaces. HPF partakes in blood coagulation 
facilitate adhesion and aggregation of platelets [12, 13]. The structure and composition of the 
adsorbed protein layer determine the type and extent of the subsequent biological reactions, 
such as activation of coagulation and immune response and osseointegration [14]. The initially 
adsorbed protein layer is thus a factor for conditioning the biocompatibility [15–17]. The 
mechanisms and the factors, which are important for protein adsorption and desorption, are still 
subject of scientific research and not understood very well. Therefore it is important to 
investigate how different surfaces influence the formation and properties of adsorbed protein 
layers. 

In this paper we express characteristics, which relate to the adsorption/desorption of HPF 
molecules on differently treated titanium surfaces. The treatments were (i) mechanical polishing 
and (ii) plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of either titanium carbide layers 
with different concentrations of carbon (three samples) or diamond-like carbon (DLC) coating. 
The surface tension and surface energy of the samples were obtained from optical measuring of 
the contact angle of distilled water droplet on the dry bulk sample surface. The dielectric 
constant of each bulk surface was measured in dry environment utilizing ellipsometry. The 
temporal adsorption process of HPF molecules on test surfaces was measured in vitro using one 
arm optical interferometer, which utilizes a diffractive optical element (DOE) [18, 19]. This optical 
interferometer works in coherent and in noncoherent mode, which allows sensing of optical path 
differences providing information on the optical roughness ( ), and reflectance of the surfaces 

immersed into various liquids. This method can thus be used for the study of the interactions of 
the molecules dissolved in the liquid with the surface to find out parameters to understand 
mechanisms behind adsorption/desorption of HPF molecules on biomaterial surfaces to realize 
implants in hard tissue replacement. 

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ellipsometry and Water Contact Angle of Treated Titanium Surfaces

In this work were used following surfaces: (1) mechanically polished titanium, (2)–(4) plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposited titanium carbides with three different concentrations of 
carbon [ ], and (5) diamond-like carbon 

. The thickness of titanium oxide layer was measured with polished titanium 
surface, and its depth was about 220 nm. The thickness of Tix−C1−x coatings produced by using 

PECVD ranged from 2.5 m to 3.5 m, which is thick enough in optical sense to consider it as solid 

bulk layer [20, 21]. The ellipsometric measurements of these differently treated surfaces were 
performed in dry environment to gain information about the permittivity possible related to 
adsorption of HPF molecules. The complex refractive index values ( ), in turn, were 

utilized in the calculation of the effective dielectric constant , where  

and . To avoid the harmful effects caused by the possible appearance of surface 
roughness [22, 23], the ellipsometric measurements were performed at the incidence angle of 
75° for probe beam utilizing Woollam variable angle spectroellipsometer (W-VASE), which is 
operating in the wavelength range from 200 nm to 1700 nm. The complex permittivity values of 
the all studied surfaces were calculated from the complex refractive index values, which were 
obtained by the spectroellipsometer (cf. Table 1). The surface energy of each of studied surfaces 
was estimated from optical measurements of the contact-angle of water droplet injected on the 
dry surface (cf. Table 1).  

2.2. Coherent Response of DOE Sensor

The thicknesses of the adsorbed layers of HPF molecules on differently treated titanium surfaces 
were sensed utilizing the coherence response of DOE sensor as shown in Figure 1. The DOE 
sensor uses expanded and focused laser beam ( ) realized with the aid of the lens 

Table 1: Complex effective dielectric constants (dielectric permittivity) 
at  eV with standard deviations and water contact 

angles ( ) for the five studied surfaces. Sample number indexes  

shown in Figure 2 are listed according to severity of dielectric losses . 

 



system L1-L2 to hit on studied surface  trough reference liquid (water) in cuvette via beam 
splitter BS and cuvette window . Backscattered laser beam is directed with the aid of beam 

splitter on DOE aperture (shown in the lower inset of Figure 1), which analyses if the wavefront 
is distorted after adsorption either the ions of background electrolyte or added HPF molecules 
(denoted as ) on studied surface in the aqueous environment of background electrolyte ( ). 

Distorted 4 × 4 light spot DOE image is grabbed from two-dimensional (2D) photo array of the 
charge-coupled device (CCD) and analyzed using a personal computer (PC). The changes in  

which relate to surface roughness  [24], are detected utilizing the coherent response of the 

DOE sensor. The thickness of the adsorbed layer on treated titanium surfaces is calculated from 
the captured DOE image data of the  light spot matrix, which is shown in the upper inset of 
Figure 1. The irradiance of the peaks was calculated utilizing (1) as follows:

where  and  are the pixel dimensions of each 16 peaks in DOE image and  is the 

image irradiance observed by the th element of the peak in DOE image captured by a 

CCD camera. The 16 different diffractive lenses are integrated utilizing superposition principle in 
the DOE aperture obeying coherent response for each pixel with complex wavefront amplitude 

 as follows: , which satisfies the principle of compact and phase sensitive 

interferometer. The DOE element images the  light spot matrix in its focal plane. If the 
reconstructing wavefront does not satisfy the terms of hologram imaginary, the spot image 
matrix does not appear in the image plane. The same holds, for instance, in the case, where the 
radiant exitance from the laser resonator in  mode starts to suffer from appearance of side 

modes, and DOE will spatially filter out those images from its original  light spot image. With 
the tedious numerical simulations, it is showed that the irradiance of the  spots will decrease 
as a function of optical path length (OPL) and disappears when the OPL exceeds . This 
response is published and appears in Figure   of [18]. It is also observable that this 

response resembles the response of Beckmann-Spizzichino model [25]. To discover the thickness 
of the adsorbed layer  we first calculated the irradiance of the peaks utilizing (1) and after that 

the optical path difference  

, understood as an optical roughness ( ), is solved inversely by using this response. We 

have noted during our previous measurements that the accuracy of 0.2 nm can be achieved by 
using this one arm interferometric technique [19]. The similar accuracy limits are also reported 
recently for the coupling dynamics of lasers of self-mixing interferometers in vibrometer 
applications ranging from 0.1 nm to 100 μm [26]; whereas the accuracy of conventional two arm 
interferometers used in optical diagnostics of random phase objects [27] as well as in optical 
diagnostics of rough surfaces [28] is estimated to be 0.005 m. 

2.3. DOE Sensor Measurements of Treated Titanium Surfaces

First the DOE sensor images were made in water for 100 seconds in aim to perform the 
reference signal level from each surface, and during that time frame 1000 reference samples 
were grabbed. Thereafter the water was removed by syringe from cuvette and the background 
electrolyte was injected in the cuvette. Immediately after injection of background electrolyte, the 
grabbing of the DOE images was started, and the image grabbing was repeated after two 
minutes interval. Before HPF measurement, the cuvette was washed, and after washing the new 
treated titanium sample was installed in the sample holder inside the cuvette. The water was 
injected in the cuvette, and the DOE image references from the new sample surface were taken. 
Before adding the HPF solution in the cuvette, the immersion water was removed, and DOE 
image grabbing process was started. The image grabbing was repeated two times consecutively 
after two minutes interval. The diameter of the laser beam waist on the all surfaces was 1 mm. 
Thereafter we compared the optical roughness  values, which were measured by DOE 

sensor as a function of time from the interface of the treated titanium surface-electrolyte in the 
absence or presence of HPF molecules. The threshold of optical roughness of the treated 
titanium surface was cancelled out by measuring the base line of  in distilled water, which 
refractive index ( ) was close to background electrolyte ( ). The  values for all 

Figure 1: Geometric setup of DOE sensor with sample cuvette 
compartment for  measurements. Lower inset denotes aperture of 

DOE whereas upper inset denotes reconstructed  spot matrix image of 
DOE by using nondistorted wavefront.  

(1)



studied surfaces in the absence and presence of HPF molecules are shown in Table 2. 

2.4. Chemicals

Human plasma fibrinogen (HPF), fraction I, type III were purchased from Sigma. In all 
experiments the HPF was dissolved in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) + 0.1362 M sodium citrate, 
which serve as a background electrolyte at a concentration of 500 nM. Measurements were 
performed at room temperature. 

3. Results and Discussion

In Figure 2 are shown the effective dielectric constants (dielectric permittivity) from five studied 
surfaces at photon energy  eV. The first sample represents mechanically polished 
titanium surface, which act as the reference ( ). The three titanium carbide and diamond-

like carbon samples were produced PECVD method controlling the severity of chemical vapor 
deposition in plasma-enhancement to satisfy the carbon concentrations and are denoted as 
follows: . The standard deviations in permittivity  and dielectric loss  directions, 
which are shown in Table 1, are indicated on each dielectric constant by horizontal and vertical 
lines in Figure 2. 

The optical roughness ( )values for each of the studied surfaces in the absence or presence 

of the HPF molecules were calculated from DOE sensor measurements performing under wet 
environment (Table 2). The  data reveals that the adsorption of HPF molecules is significant 

for the three surfaces (  and ) compared with the other two surfaces (  
and ). Let us denote later these two set of surfaces by A and B, respectively. In the 

deeper evaluation it was observed that in the permittivity  and dielectric loss  plane the -
point value representing each surface in set A hit on a line, which is also shown in Figure 2; 
whereas the other two points with the coordinate pairs of set B (including titanium carbide 
surface  and diamond-like carbon  surface) do not coincident the line. This notation 

allows us to make an assumption that the adsorption of HPF molecules relates to a slope of 

dielectric loss and permittivity  as follows: , where  and . 
Also the distance of -point from the line  indicates that the surfaces in 
the set A have small distance deviation (0.017, 0.036, and 0.013), whereas in the set B the 
respective distances deviate more than one decade being (1.198 and 1.547). To compare 
furthermore permittivity values of the five test surfaces to those surfaces, which are considered 
to have toxic effects on some bacteria, viruses, and other microbial organisms in vitro, as silver, 
mercury, and germanium [29–31], we calculated those permittivity values at photon energy 

 eV from complex refractive index values available in the series of books of Palik [32]. It 

is worth to observe that the permittivity values for silver, mercury and germanium, which are 
and , deviate significantly 

from the permittivity values of the five test surfaces. This can be concluded from the respective 
distance values, which are as follows: 16.255, 12.109 and 26.492 being rather huge compared 
with deviating distances in the surface set A. In Figure 3 is shown two SEM images. The both 
images are from the set A to show the different surface morphology. The polished titanium 
surface (set ) looks rather uniform containing some grooves, which is assumed to 

arise from the polishing process. The titanium carbide surface with lower content of titanium (set 
) consists of nanometre scale carbide agglomerates, which in turn is assumed to be 

originated from the surface energy driven grain growth [33].  

Table 2: Optical roughness ( ) of the five studied surfaces with 

standard deviations at  eV immersed in background electrolyte 
in absence or presence of HPF molecules. Sample number indexes  

resemble those appearing in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Complex effective dielectric constants (dielectric permittivity) for 
treated titanium surfaces at  eV.  ≡ polished titanium, 

 ≡ Ti0.82–C0.18,  ≡ Ti0.38–C0.62,  ≡ Ti0.09–C0.91, and 

 ≡ Ti0.00–C1.00 (diamond-like carbon). The standard deviations in 

permittivity and dielectric loss  directions are indicated on each dielectric 
constant by horizontal and vertical lines. Parameters for the line are as 

follows: , where  and . 

 



The water contact angles ( ) of the surfaces, those appear in Figure 3, indicate that the surfaces 

are hydrophilic with level ranging from 81° ( 0.100 J/m2) to 66° ( 0.173 J/m2), see Table 1. 
However estimated from water contact-angles the surface energy density ( ) of the titanium 
carbide surfaces covered by nanometre-scale agglomerates (  is decreasing consecutively from 

 to ) are smaller than the surface energy density of carbon black (0.257 J/m2) in 

comparison to that of the same carbon black after graphitization (0.189 J/m2) [34] and the 
carbon nanofibers surface [35]. The difference should originate from the agglomerates, which 
decrease the effective contact area of water droplet and titanium carbide increasing the effective 
area of gas-water interface under droplet. Although the surface energy density does not 
correlate direct, one to one, with the ability of the adhesion of HPF molecules on surfaces 
nevertheless it have influences to the hydrophilic interaction of background electrolyte and 
surface. Moreover, the measured contact angle of water droplet and electrolyte on dry surfaces 
did not differed significantly from each other whereas the contact angle of electrolyte droplet 
with HPF molecules was ca. 10 per cent lower than the respective contact angles of water and 
electrolyte. On the contrary, the hydrophobic behaviour may contribute appearance of 
nanobubbles at the interface between water (including background electrolyte) and hydrophobic 
solid surface [36]. 

The interaction of the probe light with the surfaces is also estimated utilizing the reflectance R, 
which relates to energy loss or absorption of photons. The reflectance R is calculated from the 

relation . The reflectance responses of the five studied surfaces were 
showing decreasing evolution as a function of photon energy in the range from 1.5 eV to 3.0 eV 
including the energy of probe light (1.959 eV) used in the experiments. The Pearson second-
moment correlation of the five measured surfaces between the absorption ( ) and the 

dielectric losses at the probe light energy is , which do not explain one to one the 
ability of the adhesion of HPF molecules on surfaces. Here we point out that the energy of probe 
light is negligible compared with the binding energies of reported Ti/CH films being in the range 
from 280 eV to 535 eV [37]. 

For the convenience to compare dielectric constant and refractive index we have included the 
locus of dielectric line shown in Figure 2 in complex refractive index plane, which is now the 

parabola  as shown in Figure 4. The knowledge of the parabola shaped 

locus in (n, κ)-plane (or linear shaped locus in -plane) helps us now to search the valid 
surface candidates, which are effective to adsorb HPF molecules without complicated 
experiments in vitro. 

4. Conclusion

In the progress of this work we have noted the relation to surface parameters, which explain the 
ability of adsorption/desorption of HPF molecules (fraction I, type III) on the biosurfaces with 
different surface treatments. Three of the surfaces were titanium carbide surfaces performed 
utilizing plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The polished titanium and diamond-like 
carbon were acting as the reference surfaces.  

The significant correlation between the complex dielectric constant of dry titanium carbide 
surfaces and ability of adsorption of HPF molecules on these titanium carbide was observed, 

where permittivity  and dielectric loss  have the known linear relation. Whereas the surface 
tension and surface energy of the titanium carbide samples, which was estimated from the 
optically measured contact angle of the droplet of distilled water (as well as the electrolyte 

Figure 3: SEM image from two different treated titanium surface: (a) 
 ≡ polished titanium and (b)  ≡ Ti0.38–C0.62. The length of 

black horizontal scale bar in left lower corner of each image is 1 m. 

 

Figure 4: Complex effective refractive index  for the five-treated 
titanium surfaces shown in Figure 3 at  eV; whereas parabola 

 with constants  and  respects 
projection of dielectric line shown in Figure 2.  



droplet without and with HPF molecules) on the dry surface, did not give direct correlation with 
ability of adsorption of HPF on titanium carbide surfaces. The low correlation was also recognized 
from the surface capability to reflect energy back from the interface of air-titanium carbide 
surface. The findings in dielectric constants, which relate to interactions of the HPF molecules 
dissolved in the electrolyte and the titanium carbide surface, help us to understand mechanisms 
behind adsorption/desorption of HPF molecules on biomaterial surfaces in hard tissue 
replacement. 
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